The 
Introduction
The FOLDOC' dictionary of computing defines literate programming as:
"Combining the use of a text formatting language such as TEX and a conventional programming language so as to maintain documentation and source together. The program is sometimes marked to distinguish it from the text, rather than the other way around as in normal programs (the inverse comment convention) ".

'The
Free-On-Line-Dictionary-Of-Computing is found at http:Nwombat.doc.ic.ac.ul;/foldoc/index.html.
The 'literate' programming model ( [9] , [ lo] ) allows code to be structured independently of the explanation of the code.
In normal use a I4l-S document is written, which describes the program, along with in-line segments of code (there is no requirement for BTS, but it is commonly used). The in-line code segments are extracted with a tool to produce source-files [l]. The end result is a single document describing the code, which in addition can automatically produce the code as and when needed. Note that traditional revision control systems provide another way of preserving the history of a development, but normally make no distinction between the code before a test or proof and the code afterwards. From the software developer's point of view though, these two identical code segments different -the goal of software development is not only to produce software, but also to produce assurance that the code is correct.
Each of these topics is expanded in the following sections, beginning with a semi-formal treatment for LP, continuing with explanations of interfaces used in FLP. and concludie' with a brief description of the architecture and use of the prototype tool. The initial document D1 may contain only a specification S, but a later document D, may contain a full implementation I , as well as the assurance that this code is correct -a 'proof' that it matches the specification. In this model, no differentiation is made between a specification and an implementation -each are considered to be programs at different levels of abstraction.
The extended LP model
We express each document Di as an aggregation of ele- We restrict our transformations of the document Di to those that preserve this relationship between the Pi components. This gives us a similar model as that found in refinement, and borrowing the notation -we have:
Various normally disjoint methods may now be used within this model.
Refinement calculus
The refinement calculus falls naturally within the extended LP model -any refinement performed always satisfies the specification that was refined, and all other parts of the document are unchanged.
The history of a program refinement may be documented by a sequence of LP documents. However at each stage of the process. we have a choice of possible refinements -(with not all refinements leading LO an implementation) -and so during the development of a refinement, we may have a tree structure:
In addition, incomplete refinements may lead to additional proof obligations that must at some time be discharged. In FLP, such incomplete proof trees may be explicitly represented within a tree document structure -clarifying each of the subcomponents of the proof. Window inference [6] provides a formal basis for these styles of reasoning, allowing us to focus on a particular area of our proof and work on it independently of other areas.
While developing a proof, a tree like this may have many branches. Some of these branches may represent failed attempts at proofs/refinements, others may just be incomplete. At the completion of the proof, the tree represents all the steps of the proof.
The management and organization of these proof trees is a matter of some concern. In the HOL proof tool 
Testing, proof and transformation
Each :of these software development activities may be treatedIin the same way as refinement, with some limitations o n h e use of testing tools: 
The 'literate' programming prototype
The following paragraphs give an introduction to the specification of the literate programming tool. The FLP program behaves simply -it has the following responsibilities:
1. It maintains a tree of literate program documents, 2. uses LyX to give a flexible user interface, and
allows the developer to apply an external (formal) tool
to selected fragments of a document, resulting in the mechanical creation of a new descendant document.
The preceding section identified the utility of explicit proof and refinement trees, and justified the use of tree structured revision control in the 'literate' programming tool. A property of this part of FLP is that, in order to improve the consistency of the tree, if a document contains descendants, then it is marked as no longer editable. In this way, we cannot later change the antecedent of a document (which might make all its descendants invalid).
LyX [8]
is an open source document processor which uses kYI$J, and supports 'literate' programming directly. It is used to provide the main interface for FLP. A small application manipulates the LyX window, applying selected transforms to the current document. The resultant documents are stored in child directories of the original document, but this is not normally apparent to the user of the tool.
Tree interface and consistency
may be used to transform an LP document within our model. The use of one of these tools may generate an (partial) implementation J, implies pm of the specification si, without affecting any other part of the document, FLP implements a graphical interface to a development tree, in which the branches represent specific transformations. For example -a development tree may look like that shown in Figure 1 . The specific advantages of this interface are that:
that, for example, Pr0d;f: A similar argument to that given above demonstrates that program proof techniques such as the application of weakest-precondition calculus may be used 
Generic transform interface
FLP has a consistent view of program development ac-
tivities -treating refinement, code conversion, proof, testing and informal justifications in a consistent mannertextually. In use, the system feels natural, and can be demonstrated in a few minutes. When the developer applies a tool to a marked section, the result always produces a transformed document in a subdirectory, with the parent marked as no longer editable. The notions of success orfailure of a transform are irrelevant in this model -both act in the same way, although the transform tool interface names the subdirectories differently dependent on the results of the transform. Failed transforms are no longer editable, and are just kept for informative pur-
poses.
A single configuration file specifies the transform tools, which are small interface scripts. Each script processes the marked text into a suitable form before passing it to the associated tool.
The result from the tool is processed into a literate programming fragment which is returned to FLP along with a name for the transform. This is so that we can differentiate between differing results from the tool. We might perhaps use the names BAD-proof and proof to represent a failed and successful proof respectively.
Clientherver architecture
LyX has a server mode of operation, in which the editor may be remotely manipulated. This suggested its use as a front end for FLP. The editor is used as a 'literate' programming editor, with a client program that controls its behavior. The clientlserver protocol is simple -there are only three types of messages: The NOTIFY message type is used by LyX for asynchronously signaling client programs. Since the prototype tool had no need of this, we have a simple tool architecture as shown in Figure 2 . In this view, there are several points of interest:
1. The tool is displaying a tree. This tree represents a tree-structured group of documents, any one of which may be selected by clicking on the tool display.
2.
A segment of code has been highlighted, and we are about to select a particular transformation to apply to the highlighted code.
Transformations are instigated from the prototype tool win- 
Example use of FLP
In this section, we show how a small piece of code may be tested using a simple weakest-precondition analysis proof tool. This tool is a modified version of an example program-prover distributed with Harrison's hol-light [7] , which tes$ correctness (with respect to a Hoare-style specification) for a simple imperative language. In this application, the hol-light program-prover runs as a background process, communicating via named pipes with the FLP tool. A literate program segment written in a C-like language may be selected, before an interface script converts it to a suitable form before sending it to the program-prover.
Within the editor, we mark the program text with a mouse and then select the C-proof menu, and the Wp-prove item in the FLP tool (see Figure 3) . The selected text is an annotated C fragment which is supposed to calculate the factorial y of any integer n. If in the diagram, you will notice that n is never assigned a value, but the theorem prover confirms that the final value of the variable y is FACTn.
The marked text is submitted to the proof tool, and the highlighted text on screen is replaced with new text. In this case the original source is restored, but also including the following text which reports the results of the test. In this ca$e, reporting that the C fragment is correct -matching the specification 2, y, n : [T, y = FACTn] given as an annotation in the original code:
f i e preceding code segment was submitted to wp-prove.pl on Tue Nov 21 175653 GMT-8 2000. The result was: #EXAMPLE-43 : thm = I-correct (\(x,y,n). T) (Assign fi(x,y,n). x,l,n) Seq Assign (\(x,y,n). O,y,n) Seq
Awhile fi(x,y,n). x <= n A (y = FACT x)) (measure (\(x,y,n). n -x)) fi(x,y,n). x < n) (Assign (\(x,y,n). x.y * (x + l),n) Seq Assign (\(x,y,n). x + 1 , y d ) ) (\(x,y,n). y = FACT n) ##
The program developer can now continue with the development of the program, either editing the new document, or selecting sections for further transformation.
Conclusion
The development of this tool has identified various improvements and modifications necessary. Further work is needed in the following areas:
Use with multiple users: The model cannot support mulInterfaces to more tools: The model has a very small set Enforced consistency: FLP cannot guarantee consistency, as we allow documents to be edited immediately after a transform -a compromise solution to make FLP more usable. However a nice solution to this problem has presented itself, involving partial locks on documents.
tiple users.
of transformations.
In summary, FLP is a system which 0 provides a simple revision control system allowing easy access to an entire software development history, 0 provides a unifying semi-formal model encompassing both program proof and refinement, and 0 provides a single simple mechanism for managing both formal transformations on programs (proofs, tests, refinements) and informal transformations (explanations).
The prototype tool is easy to use, and may provide a useful new tool in the software developer's tool-box.
